


Help your local community or charity with one of our unique
community based teambuilding events.

Themed activities, launching rockets to winning gold medals
and much much more - suitable for a half or full day.

Everything from classic Wine Tasting and Casino Nights to
Formula One - giant Scalextric style!

Entertain your team or clients with everything from close-up
magicians, leading function bands to after dinner speakers

Everything from five minute fillers to upbeat and innovative 
activities - suitable for 1 hour to a half day.





Grab your satchel and cap and head back to school as part of this
fantastic themed event that's guaranteed to provide your team
with a fun opportunity to reminise a little. With a range of unique
‘School Lessons’ available, in addition to the traditional School
Sports Day, the event is hosted by our own Head Teacher who’s
ready to dish out six of the best to anyone caught misbehaving!

A fast paced event where teams work together to plan, design and
build a unique pedal-powered racing vehicle - Formula One style! Once
your entry has been approved by our race officials it’s time for your very
own competition as the vehicles take to the race track in a grand finale
that’s guaranteed to get the adrenaline flowing.

An exciting journey that takes your team across the world completing
tasks of varying levels.  You will need to muster all your creative and
strategic skills as time is against you. Which team will complete the
journey and win the Challenge?

Teams compete to be the ones to win as many crystals as they can.
They will visit activity zones that are categorised Physical, Mental,
Mystery and Skill.  The crystals are then converted into time for each
team to try and grab many gold tickets as possible whilst avoiding the
silver ones in the giant inflatable crystal dome.

A popular conference breakout activity that brings out the creativity in
teams as they plan, write and produce their very own comic story book!
Hilarious results guaranteed!



Medieval Mayhem is an action packed medieval team building event.
With knights, castles, jousting and trebuchets.
Teams complete a multitude of medieval team building activities in the
quest to be the best! 

A fun and diverse event to celebrate the Olympic Games.  Teams 
compete in a range of fun Olympic themed challenges in order to win
the most medals - including Team Sports, Opening Ceremony, Track &
Field, and Winter Olympics.

Will your team be the first to successfully design a purpose-built
rollercoaster capable of transporting a ball across a given area? 
A popular event with an exciting climax as teams go head-to-head
to complete their designs on time.

Can your team work together to design and build a unique railway to a
specific brief? A fun breakout activity designed to get people working
together to create an exciting end result.

How many of the 100 team building challenges can your team solve in
the allotted time? It's fast, furious and fantastic!
Quantum Challenge is a multitude of fun team building activities where
teams attempt to solve as many team challenges as they possibly can
within the time limit.



A range of fun and upbeat team work activities that are
guaranteed to get your team thinking and working together. Will
they successfully cross the acid marsh using only the resources
provided? And how will they make 8+5+3=4? Plus, there’s a
murder to be solved, sheep to be rounded up and a whole host of
other challenges to get your team working together.

Our wide range of treasure hunts provide teams with a great way of
working together whilst exploring various towns, cities and venues. With
a range of hunt formats including walking, black cabs, vintage buses or
even speed boats, our treasure hunts provide teams with a great 
activity that’s upbeat, innovative and fun.

5... 4... 3... 2... 1... Lift off! Will your team successfully complete the
Space Cadet Training in order to earn the equipment required to build
and launch their rocket? Or will it be a crash landing before they’ve
even reached the stratosphere? By working together you’ll be 
guaranteed an out of this world experience!





Imagine an event that literally changes lives... Then imagine ‘One
World, One Team’ - an event that sees teams working together to 
provide unique gift boxes for some of the world’s neediest children. A
challenge event with a difference!

A unique team event that provides real benefits to a charity of your
choice through ‘fun and fundraising’!
The format is simple - teams complete fun challenges for fun money
and at the end of the event, the fun money raised is transferred into
real cash for a charity of your choice. A great activity for teams wanting
their fun team event to benefit a wider cause.

‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle’ is a collaborative event designed to motivate
your team whilst highlighting how we can all make a difference to
reduce global warming.  Using a range of topics relating to green
issues, groups will gain a better understanding of how we can all help
the environment whilst working together as a team and, of course,
whilst having fun!

Eco House is a teambuilding activity, which encourages groups to
engage with issues of environmental sustainability in the home whilst
experiencing a hands on, informative and rewarding teambuilding 
exercise.  The aim of the challenge is to raise awareness in the 
importance of reducing carbon emissions in the home, through 
modifications and simple day-to-day changes we can all make.

Treats for Troops is a truly unique event that is not only fun… but one
that brings a smile to faces of our Troops serving overseas around the
world.  It’s about local action with a global reach as teams work 
together to create, produce and pack unique ‘gift boxes’ for distribution
to our servicemen and women serving throughout the world. 



Teams will design and build their own environmentally friendly, zero
emissions Green Machine ready to race In the Eco Rally.
Teams are given the challenge to design and build a new green vehicle
with zero omissions. The vehicle will be made from scratch from wood,
plastic, cardboard, tubes and other recycled materials. A real scrap
heap challenge!

Building a Dream is a creative team building event that provides teams
with a fun opportunity to work together whilst enabling them to create
and produce a range of real bikes for donation to a worthy children’s
project in the community.  A great opportunity for your team to have
some fun together with a worthwhile cause benefiting from your efforts.

A great community based event - ideal for larger teams that want to
make an impact across a number of different charitable
organisations and worthy causes. With a glitzy start, worthwhile
middle and a fun and often moving end, our Hit Squad events have
proved popular with larger teams looking to support a range of different
organisations.

Our unique ‘Make A Difference’ events provide teams with a cross
between 'Challenge Anneka' and 'Ground Force'.  Working in 
partnership with a number of worthy causes and charities such as
Hospices, local Scout Groups and animal welfare centres, these unique
events provide teams with an extremely rewarding and worthwhile
opportunity to really make a difference.





Beat That is a superb event that really does take some beating!
From African drum circles to full blown Samba bands, our professional
drummers provide you with a powerful opportunity to work together in
a co-operative way. Complete stress relief that’s guaranteed to provide
the team with a lasting and memorable event.

The latest craze! Boomwhackers are a fantastic option for launching or
concluding a team event. They can be played by anyone and are a great
way to give the group a lift and get people fired up. They’re wild, they’re
whacky and they’re your ticket to a really memorable event.

An exciting, slightly messy challenge, that gets teams working
together to mix, make, decorate, package and market their very
own brand of chocolates. This tasty little number is a fantastic
event for all teams and is guaranteed to get your mouth watering
and taste buds tingling.

The Apprentice is a superb event for encouraging creative thinking as
each team is out to convince the ‘Big Boss’ that they’ve got what it
takes to succeed.
With teams competing in a pitch to win business they will be hired and
fired by our Boss and his fellow Board Members who grill the groups on
their plans and tell them exactly what they think of their ideas! Only the
best team will be hired - the rest will be fired!

A cookery activity where teams have a go at making and
decorating their own sweet treats!

Inspired by the Great British Bake Off, teams get creative by taking
part in the nation’s favourite activity of the moment – baking!



Will your team be the first to successfully design a purpose-built
rollercoaster capable of transporting a ball across a given area? 
A popular event with an exciting climax as teams go head-to-head
to complete their designs on time.

he Gourmet Challenge is a culinary team building experience
designed to get teams working together whilst learning a new skill.
Think ‘Master Chef’ meets ‘Come Dine with Me’.

A popular conference breakout activity that brings out the creativity in
teams as they plan, write and produce their very own comic story book!
Hilarious results guaranteed!

Teams compete to be the ones to win as many crystals as they can.
They will visit activity zones that are categorised Physical, Mental,
Mystery and Skill.  The crystals are then converted into time for each
team to try and grab many gold tickets as possible whilst avoiding the
silver ones in the giant inflatable crystal dome.

Our Cupcake Challenge is a fun and creative activity featuring
the trendiest treat of the moment – cupcakes!

Similar to the challenge seen on “The Apprentice”, teams must
invent a new brand of cupcakes.



Perfect as a team building activity, conference breakout or as evening
entertainment over dinner. Teams learn the art of balloon modelling
before working together to create a masterpiece!
Will they produce a hat, a team sculpture, a famous landmark, celebrity
or table centre.  The only event we don’t want to go with a bang!!

Masterpiece is a fantastic activity for those people looking for
something with a creative spin. Using well known paintings, or your own
corporate images, this event challenges teams to work together to 
re-create a Team masterpiece on a massive scale.  A superb team 
challenge with a high impact finale!

A popular and tasty team building event that sees teams creating and
marketing their own unique ice cream - any flavours go!

A traditional and ancient Maori Tribal Dance that acts as a powerful
conference breakout, energising all delegates and giving them the
opportunity to work together in a co-operative way.

Hells Bells is a unique, non-competitive team building game in which
everyone is working towards one solution.
As an activity, it can be used to develop team work skills and address a
range of important issues. Themed around a creative storyline, it 
provides participants with a high class activity that is really unusual
and full of intrigue, ingenuity and innovation.



How many of the 100 team building challenges can your team solve in
the allotted time? It's fast, furious and fantastic!
Quantum Challenge is a multitude of fun team building activities where
teams attempt to solve as many team challenges as they possibly can
within the time limit.

‘Scene on Screen’ is a fun and competitive event where teams
compete against each other to recreate some classic moments in film
and TV!  How well do you know your CSI from Crimewatch and will your
team beat the Crystal Maze and triumph.  A great themed event for all
TV buffs and lovers and a great way to let down your hair and reward
the team.

Enter the world of covert operations and work together to start a chain
reaction to trap the baddie! With each team responsible for completing
a number of challenges this fun activity is a more intense version of our
‘Rat Trap’ Conference Breakout activity and is an ideal option for all
those budding spies out there!

Can your team work together to design and build a unique railway to a
specific brief? A fun breakout activity designed to get people working
together to create an exciting end result.

Our indoor version of Going for Gold (in case it’s raining!).
Teams compete in a range of fun Olympic themed challenges in order
to win the most medals - including Opening Ceremony, Street Olympics,
Mental Gymnastics and Let’s get Physical.



Under expert guidance from our chef, teams firstly solve culinary based
problems to  earn their ingredients before creating a number of 
different, and delicious, canapes.
These can then be served at your pre-dinner drinks reception that
night!





Casino Nights are always a popular and fun activity that give people an
opportunity to enjoy an evening event - Las Vegas style! With a range of
options to choose from including roulette, poker, black jack and craps,
our croupiers and staff are on-hand to ensure that your guests enjoy a
night to remember, be they casino novice or seasoned gambler!

Join our very own Brucie for a journey down Memory Lane.
With a variety of different rounds that can be run between dinner
courses or as a non-stop stand-alone session, The Generation Game
will have you and your team-mates battling it out to beat the other
contestants.
Rounds consist of old favourites such as the conveyor belt through to
brand new rounds like guess the intro with the pub singer.

Your feet have never had so much fun! The BIG Piano is a giant walk on
floor piano, similar to the one played by Tom Hanks in the film 'BIG.'
The BIG Piano is a high-energy, engaging and unique way of getting
people together. It can be run in different ways to suit team building,
evening events and promotions.

All the fun of the Gaming Consoles, only BIGGER!
Well known for bringing people together and creating a party 
atmosphere, so it's perfect for evening event entertainment.
With a wide range of games, it can offer something to suit everyone.
Sporty types can get competetive with the physical games and the 
performers among us can show off their talents with singing and 
dancing games. And who doesn't want to be hailed as a rock god on
Guitar Hero - all on a giant screen?!

Will you be the 'jungle champions of this fun game show event or will
you be screaming 'I'm a delegate... get me out of here'!
‘I'm a delegate, get me out of here’ is a fun packed game show quiz
event that's guaranteed to entertain and delight your team.  With a 
fabulous range of jungle themed rounds, including the infamous Bush
Tucker Treat round, there's something for everyone included in this 
popular game show.



Grab the deer stalker and magnifying glass for these fun and
interactive events that are guaranteed to provide some light
entertainment before, during or after dinner. With a wide range of
storylines to suit, team members become super sleuths for the
duration of the activity in order to solve the murder and bring the guilty
party to account.

Re-live all the excitement of a Formula One Grand Prix - giant scalextric
style! Our Pole Position events are a great way to unwind at the end of
a day and can be provided purely for fun or as a more structured team
activity, with drivers battling it out to gain pole position and secure the
fastest lap times for their team.

Has your team got what it takes to be the 'The Pub Landlords
Champions' or will they be 'barred' by the end of the evening?
Our Pub Quizzes are great fun and entertainment for the whole team.
With your very own Pub Landlord host ensuring things move along
smoothly and fairly.  His gaff, his rules!!

Learn to create some classic cocktails, then use our surprise 
ingredients to create your own…
Rum, Whiskey, Vodka....what will your tipple be?
Cocktail making is a fantastic event in which participants will bond with
their colleagues and tantalise their taste buds!
Led by some of the UK’s leading bar tenders this colourful session of
mixing, flaring and drinking is the ideal event to let your hair down.

An Olympic themed quiz where teams can enjoy all the competitive
excitement of the Olympics without even breaking a sweat!
Rounds begin with quiz style question and then build through audio
and visual rounds to more practical challenges.
The winning team will be awarded with medals and the ultimate glory of
being crowned Quizlympic champions!



A great way to round off a day and provide teams with an informal, fun
and entertaining activity. Plus, it’s a great way to have a flutter on the
horses without the worry of ever losing a penny of your own money! 
We provide the whole package including the filmed races, tote, fun
money, staff, betting slips and the guarantee of a great ‘night at the
races’.

The Ultimate Game Show is a fun and interactive activity that's guaran-
teed to provide teams with some really upbeat and competitive fun.
With a range of quiz rounds that reflect a number of different game
shows, the event is guaranteed to get teams re-living their favourite
shows and competing against each other as they go head to head in a
number of fun and upbeat rounds.

Wine activities can range from our informative pre-dinner blind wine
tasting sessions, with our wine experts, to a fun Call my Wine Bluff quiz
which is designed to be run over a team lunch or dinner. Designed for
anybody that enjoys wine, from the rank amateur to the budding
professional, our popular wine events provide teams with a fun,
educational and entertaining activity.






